Spin 1/2 fields localization on a family of asymmetric dS4 scenary, where the brane interpolates between two spacetimes dS5 and AdS5, is determined. The bulk spinor is coupled to scalar field of the brane by a non-conventional Yukawa term compatible with the geometry of scenario. We show that, independently of walls thickness, only one massless chiral mode is localized in all these walls. The massive chiral modes follow a Schrödinger equation whose potential has a massive gap dominated by Yukawa coupling, which is a generic property of these systems. The fermions spectrum is defined bellow the gap, by bounded states of both chiralities with the same mass, and above the gap, by a continuum spectrum with local and global resonant modes of both chiralities but with different mass.
I. INTRODUCTION
The de-Sitter (dS) scalar brane can be obtained as dynamic solutions to coupled Einstein Klein Gordon system, where the scalar field interpolates between the minima self-interaction potential. The brane separates the spacetime into two sub-spaces and only when their cosmological constants are negatives, 5-dimensional representations of these models correspond to regularized versions of the Randall-Sundrum scenario [1] ; otherwise, it is not possible obtain Newtonian gravity in the 4-dimensional sector of the structures [2, 3] . For details about gravity localization on dS branes, see Refs. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
The matter field localization on scalar branes is a topic that has been studied in several opportunities [11] [12] [13] [14] ; a Yukawa coupling between the spinors and the scenario's scalar field is required to confine the zero mode of one of the chiral states associated to the fermion. This mechanism works well on static scenarios, but when the scenario is dynamic the minimal Yukawa coupling is insufficient in order to find a normalizable solution for the chiral zero mode [14] .
To trap massless fermions on dS scenarios, nonminimal Yukawa coupling is an option that work in some cases [15, 16] ; however, in our opinion, they look as artificial mechanics because they are usually not associated to properties of the scenario. In [17] , a proposal to justify the non-conventional structure of the Yukawa coupling is presented, where is indicated how to construct it in compatibility with the scenario's geometry. The mechanism always leads to an eigenvalues equation for the fermions which is similar to the obtained for the gravitational fluctuations, and for a suitable geometry, a normalizable solution with null eigenvalue can be found for one of chiral states of the spinors.
In this paper we use the mechanisms reported in [17] for coupling fermions to the dS scalar brane generated in [8] . In this scenario the wall has positives curvature and it is embedded in a 5-dimensional spacetime with different cosmological constant at each side of the brane. Exact solutions for the eigenvalues equation of the fermions are obtained, and for both chiralities of the spinors, we show a tower of bounded states to the 4-dimensional sector of the model and a continuum spectrum with resonant modes to low energies.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, the mechanism is implemented and the constrain on the Yukawa constant is determined to obtain normalizable solution to zero mode. In Section III, we find the thin wall limit of the scalar brane reported in [8] to generate exact solutions to the equation of the fermions. In Section IV, the fermionic spectrum is analyzed. Finally, a summary of our results is presented.
II. SET-UP
Consider the embedding of a dS brane into a 5-dimensional bulk described by a metric with planarparallel symmetry
with i = 1, 2, 3, where β is a positive parameter that determines the vacuum energy of the 4-dimensional spacetime, Λ 4 = 2β 2 . The domain wall can be obtained as a solution to the coupled Einstein-scalar field system, with a, b = 0, . . . , 4, where the scalar field φ, which only depends on the perpendicular coordinate to the wall z, interpolates between the minima of the self-interaction potential V (φ). We are interested in including fermions on these scenarios; as usual, a Yukawa coupling, λΦ(φ)ΨΨ, between the spinors and the scalar field of the wall must be considered [14] , with λ the coupling constant and Φ(φ) a suitable function of φ.
The behavior of 5-dimensional spinor field in the background (1) is determined by Dirac equation
Decomposing the spinor field in terms of its chiral states, left (L) and right (R), and factoring the degrees of freedoms,
we find for the chiral modes
where, for simplicity, we assume that Ψ(x) is a Dirac field with mass m, that moves freely in the bulk, iγ µ ∇ µ Ψ(x) = mΨ(x). In particular, from (7), for m = 0, reads
The minimal coupling, Φ(φ) = φ, has been widely discussed in several opportunities and for dS scenarios it has proved insufficient to find normalizable solution for the zero mode [14] , because u ∼ e −2A(z) as |z| → ∞. Other proposes, with a more elaborate coupling, have allowed to obtain a spectra of Kaluza-Klein modes with bounded states on the wall, being one of them the zero mode of the left chiral spinor [15] . However, in our opinion, these anzats turn out to be artificial because it is not possible to associate them with some physical quality of the wall.
In this paper, we consider the following coupling
which depends on both the pressure P of the scalar field and the 4-dimensional cosmological constant. Under this coupling the chiral symmetry is broken for m = 0 and only one of the chiral states is normalizable. In the coordinate representation, the coupling function (9) is reduced to [17] Φ(z) = (e −A(z) ) (10) and, according to (8) , the zero mode is determined by
Thus, for λ > 5/2 only the left chiral mode is a normalized state.
where
Three aspects about the dynamical of the massive fermions should be highlighted. First, as was discussed in [17] , (10) leads to a V L similar to the potential obtained for the gravitational fluctuations,
in such a way that the zero mode of gravitation as fermions can coexisted simultaneously on the wall. Second, (14) has a mass gap that separates the continuous modes of the massless state which is expected when the scenario is generated by a dS brane.
For a suitable V (φ), the effective potential can be writ-
, where ρ is the energy density of domain wall. Thus, as |z| → ∞ the second term of V L R (z) goes to zero, because gravity is localized, and the effective potential takes the value (λβ) 2 . Finally, notice that (12, 13) 
.e, can be seen as a SUSY quantum mechanics problem and, hence, the eigenvalues are positives and the eigenfunctions come in pairs,
except for the massless modes.
III. A DE SITTER SCALAR BRANE
A three-parametric domain wall with curvature positive in four dimensions can be obtained from (2, 4) where the metric factor, scalar field and self-interaction potential are determined, respectively, by
and
with e A(φ) defined as
the Z 2 symmetry is relaxed and the scalar field interpolates between two 5-dimensional spacetime with different cosmological constants; indeed, the wall is the transition region between an AdS space with cosmological constant
and other one with cosmological constant
For α = 0 the Z 2 symmetry is recovered and the bulk curvature is null. For details about gravity localization, see Refs. [8] [9] [10] . The bounded states can be numerically calculated; however, we prefer to find exact solutions for (12, 13) and in that case it is convenient to consider the thin wall limit of the scenario (16); conveniently the mechanism to confine fermions is viable even in this extreme case.
In the thin wall limit, when δ → 0, the warp factor (16) is reduced to
in correspondence with a 3-brane with support in z = 0 and 6β-positive tension, dividing the 5-dimensional spacetime into two sectors with cosmological constants given by
where 2β > α > 0. We leave in the Appendix the technical details associated to (23).
In the zero thickness limit, (14) takes the form
with
where the δ(z)-function is associated either an infinity well for V L or an infinity barrier for V R . In addition, for z < 0 the behavior of the potentials must be highlighted because they exhibit a smooth well where it is possible to find massive bounded states for both chirality modes. The eigenvalue problem (12, 25 ) is similar to considered in [10, 18] where two wave functions are identified for each m 2 , such that, while one is transparent to the brane the other one is scattered for it. Calling the eigenfunctions asû 
for the states transparent to the brane; and the following conditions for the modes sensible to the branê
With regarding orthogonality relationship, for m ≤ λβ it reads
and for m > λβ a similar relationship is obtained changing δ mm by δ(m − m ). In this last case a procedure to regularize the eigenfunctions spectrum must be done, see [19] for details.
A. Bound states: m ≤ λβ
Below the gap, 0 < m ≤ λβ, the eigenfunctions of (12, 25) are determined by a discrete tower of massive modes constrained for the boundary conditionsû Lm (±∞) = u Rm (±∞) = 0. Defining
in concordance with asymptotic conditions, we havê
where N m and A are the normalization and integration constant to be determined from the integrability conditions. Notice that, forû 
for the left modes, and y 1R = 2 (−2β + 3λβ + µ)
for the right modes. In FIG. 3 a numerical solution for the transcendental equations is shown, it is observed that both equations have the same solution, the interception of y 1 and y 2 , in each mode, occurs for the same values of mass. Thus, the bounded modes supported for V L and V R share the same eigenvalues, as expected in correspondence with (15) .
The tower of discrete mass is determined between the minimum of V R and the gap associated to V L R , i.e., (λβ) 2 > m 2 > λβ 2 ; in fact, applying the harmonic oscillator approximation around the minimum of V L , we found
with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . such that n < ( λ(λ − 1)−1)/2. On the other hand, the number of bounded modes in good approximation can be estimated by
where E[u] is the integer part of u and z 0 and V 0 are given by
Notice that for α = 0, when the scenario exhibits Z 2 symmetry, the potential is like delta and consistently N = 1. When the asymmetry increases, α → 2β, the number of bounded states increases until reaches the saturation value given by
Furthermore, from (40-42) we can see, consistently, that the amount of bounded states increases as the coupling of Yukawa increases.
B. Resonant states: m > λβ
Above gap, m > λβ, we find a continuous tower of massive modes confronting to the potential (25). Considering
(46) the modes can be written, for z < 0, aŝ
and for z > 0, aŝ
where N m and A ± , B − are constants which can be fixed using the integrability conditions listed previously.
In this case, non-trivial solutions for (12, 25) ,û 
it is deduced that the left and right modes resonate for different mass.
V. SUMMARY
We study the localization fermions on a thick domain wall with dS expansion that tends asymptotically to different cosmological constants at side of the wall, being dS on one side of the structure and AdS on the other one. In particular, the gravitational fluctuations of this scenario are determined by a zero mode localized in four dimensions and separated of the continuous tower of massive excitations by a mass gap. [8] .
Considering fermions in the chiral representation under interaction with dS brane through a scalar structure that interpolates asymptotically between vacuum energy of the 4-dimensional spacetime, reported in [17] , we find that, in general, the coupling achieves that gravitation traps the zero mode of a given chirality from λ > 5/2, and that on the wall is confined a discrete set of massive state of chiral partners. They both have been captured by a potential well with a mass gap (λβ)
2 . The existence of such a mass gap is shown as generic property of the dS branes.
Furthermore, the thin-wall limit of dS wall is well defined, and we find the massive modes in this limit, where the Yukawa coupling does not diverge as in the case with minimal coupling [14] . We find that when λ increases, the gap also increases and, in consequence, the number of mass states confined increases. This number tends to a saturation value with the increase of the asymmetry, |Λ − /Λ + | → 0. Now, for a given asymmetric scenario, it is possible to find a resonant mode inside of the continuum spectrum of both chiral states from m > (λβ) 2 and |Λ − /Λ + | < 3/5. We notice that for one of chiral state, its resonate mass, from local to global modes, increases with the increases of asymmetry. The other chiral state shows a weak resonance for a scenario with an absence extreme of symmetry Z 2 , i.e. |Λ − /Λ + | ∼ 0.
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VII. APPENDIX
To find exact massive quiral fermion modes, in the Section IV we switch to δ → 0 limit, i.e. the infinitely thin wall idealization of a thick wall corresponding to a 5-dimensional spacetime with dS expansion and metric tensor 
is given by
for z > 0, and
for rewriting the hypergeometrics in (54) and (55). This change has the advantage that the argument |1 − coth 2 (βz/δ)| 1, ensure the convergence of metric factor for small δ.
Thus, from (57) it is obtained that the function e −A in δ ∼ 0 is described by a series expansion around (1 − coth 2 (βz/δ)) ∼ 0, for β and z fixed, given by 
Finally, when we take the δ-limit the metric factor tends to lim δ→0 e −A(z) = e β|z| + α β sinh(βz).
Therefore, we find that metric factor (1,16) of a dS thick wall has a well-defined thin wall limit.
